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Reed's Mega Show covering packaging, 
logistics and supply chain industries 

•  7-IN-1 Mega Show covering nearly 120,000 sqm

•  More than 1,300 renowned exhibitors from China and abroad

•  80,000  trade visitors from China and abroad

Material handling 
and warehousing 
technologies

Warehousing and 
operating equipment

Integrated intralogistics
solutions

Warehouse and 
production control 
systems

Ground conveyors 
and accessories

Packaging, weighing, 
measuring and 
delivering systems



Nearly 120,000
sqm of exhibition area 

More than 1,300 
renowned exhibitors 
from China and abroad

80,000+ 
trade visitors from 
China and abroad

Held concurrently with 6 other shows in the packaging 
and printing industry to promote the use of 
internal logistics and packaging technologies

About InMAT 2021

InMAT is a professional trade show that is oriented towards the integration and 
automation of internal factory  transportation and packaging of materials and 
products, and dedicated to the display of intelligent and efficient operations 
and solutions of equipment, technologies and services concerning intralogis-
tics, from the inflow of raw materials, to production and packaging. InMAT 
2021 will focus on helping exhibitors to satisfy the demand of companies 
engaging in food and beverage, medicine care, household chemicals, consum-
er electronics, catering supply chain, new retail, e-commerce, paper making, 
printing and packaging, who seek to automate their production and packaging 
processes, and make them more intelligent in the post-pandemic era, and 
enabling the exhibitors to grasp the opportunities in the vertical markets.
Held concurrently with six other shows, including SinoCorrugated, SinoFold-
ingCarton, and PackCon, InMAT 2021 will enable exhibitors to meet 
face-to-face with packaging companies and those in vertical industries. 
Business matching will be organized to provide exhibitors with access to 
potential customers who have huge procurement demands.

InMAT 2021 alone will cover nearly 
10,800sqm of exhibition area

300+ exhibitors of intralogistics (production 
end and warehouse end), packaging process 
automation equipment

900+ renowned exhibitors of package pro-
cessing equipment and consumables

750+ products for intralogistics manage-
ment and solutions for targeted planningSINOCORRUGATED 2021
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For costs sake, Chinese household chemical companies used to adopt a lot of manual operations 
and paperwork for goods inflow, transshipment, warehousing, and outflow, which were time-con-
suming, laborious, and error-prone. Besides, manual operations may easily cause information 
asymmetry as the processes were not closely connected and the overall running was slow. And as 
information was often not adequately recorded, tracking and tracing might be a challenge.
As the Industry 4.0 era approaches, many household chemical companies are working hard to 
transform themself into intelligent factories based on information technology, in hopes of 
improving their operating efficiency through the use of intralogistics management systems, 
automatic sorting, palletizing, and other intelligent logistics equipment. The idea is to reduce 
human involvement to avoid interference and lower production costs, as part of an effort to 
substantially improve the core competitiveness of the company.

Most consumer electronic products are characterized by fast product replacement, short sales 
cycle, high single product value, high return/repair/recall ratio, and recyclable and reusable 
finished products or components. Therefore, intralogistics is in higher demand by factories 
manufacturing consumer electronic products.

Food and Beverage:
Existing data: 50,000+

Estimated number of visitors: 10,000+

Medical Care:
Existing data: 40,000+

Estimated number of visitors: 7,000+
In the pharmaceutical industry, the compliance of the pharmaceutical production process and the 
quality control of pharmaceuticals are of critical importance. Nowadays in China, a considerable 
part of the work in the pharmaceutical production process, such as the transfer and release of raw 
materials and intermediate products, process control, record keeping, and information transmis-
sion, is still done manually. The pharmaceutical quality monitoring work is mostly done manually, 
offline, and non-real-time, and rely heavily on the knowledge, experience and ability of the 
personnel concerned. In other words, manual operations, which are largely uncontrollable, still 
abound throughout the production process, leading to frequent human errors and high scrap rate.

Many pharmaceutical and medical care companies have begun to build intralogistics information 
management systems, including warehousing information management systems, equipment 
control systems, and logistics equipment systems, for refined management of merchandises. In 
addition, efficient and intelligent storage and transportation are sought after through the coordina-
tion of picking carts, RGVs, and stacker cranes to optimize the logistics operations process from the 
inflow of merchandises, storage, outflow, to stocktaking and after-sales.

Characteristics
Internal production, sales, transportation, and storage need 
to be highly coordinated to meet the timeliness requirements

High requirements for the transportation and storage of 
components, semi-finished products, and finished products

Demand for Intralogistics

Enabling exhibitors to connect with 

80,000 trade buyers from vertical industries

Consumer Electronics:
Existing data: 60,000+

Estimated number of visitors: 9,000+

Household Chemicals:
Existing data: 40,000+

Estimated number of visitors: 7,000+

The food and beverage industry involves process-based batch production. Traditionally, the raw 
materials, semi-finished products, finished products, among other materials in the workshop, are 
handled manually or by forklifts. The work is laborious and its work efficiency and accuracy cannot 
be guaranteed. And as there is often a high density of people, traffic and logistics in the work area, 
high safety risks may ensue.

At present, there is an urgent need for production logistics management by food and beverage 
companies, who hope that the use of automated and intelligent intralogistics equipment would 
enable better coordination between different links of their factories so that expected results can be 
achieved.

Analysis of buyer's job function

Buyer Analysis

Decision Making / Authorizing: 
46.17%

Submitting procurement 
request: 21.69%

Recommending/influencing: 
26.31%

Other: 5.83%

Analysis of buyer's role in making 
purchase decision

A grand professional fair focusing on intralogistics in vertical industries

Fast product replacement 
and short sales cycle

High single product value

High proportion of returns/repairs/
recalls, and the finished products or 
components can be recycled and reused

Enterprises pay special attention to reverse logistics. Through 
accurate calculation, they hope each forward transportation 
trip will be accompanied by a reverse trip, so as to save costs.

Chairmen or factory 
directors: 16.71%

General managers: 10.58%

Supply chain directors: 
26.13%

Logistics managers: 15.54%

Production and operations 
directors (managers): 10.25%

Technicians: 6.47%

Purchasing managers: 13.43%

Other: 0.89%



The rapid development of the e-commerce and logistics industries in recent years has driven the 
demand for smart warehousing. E-commerce giants, including Alibaba and JD, hope to take the lead 
in the intelligent logistics industry by improving efficiency through enhanced level of unmanned 
operations in warehouses.

In this context, advanced systems, such as AGVs, automatic shelves, automatic identification and 
sorting, and automatic 3D warehouses have become the target of purchase for the e-commerce 
industry.

Printing and packaging companies are in great demand for logistics in the production process of 
packaging products, especially at this critical time of industrial integration, when downsizing and 
increasing efficiency have become a top concern for these companies. Therefore, they are paying 
increasing attention to the automation and intelligence of intralogistics as well as the automation of 
production.

The catering supply chain features a wide variety of non-standardized food ingredients produced in 
different regions, a long chain of circulation that inevitable causes losses, and short preservation 
time. Therefore, it is important to pay attention to the storage environments in the factory, cold 
chain transportation, and inventory management. As the Internet, big data, and 5G are increasingly 
used in recent years, catering supply chain companies are in urgent need to make their factories 
more intelligent. Intelligent systems will enable them to make timely inventory adjustments 
according to the real-time throughput of food ingredients, to change the storage or transportation 
environments according to the ingredients stored or transported, thus reducing human 
involvement, and mitigating the impact on the factory environments. In addition, the use of 
intelligent intralogistics equipment will help improve the efficiency of each link of the production 
process, and reduce human-caused losses in the process of storage and transportation, thereby 
contributing to the lean management of enterprises and greatly improving the efficiency and quality 
of the catering supply chain.

Catering Supply Chain:
Existing data: 7,000+

Estimated number of visitors: 700+

New Retail:
Existing data: 2,000+

Estimated number of visitors: 500+
Featuring the integration of online and offline sales, new retail is now widely accepted as the trendy 
way of shopping, and its demand for "instant delivery" makes intelligent logistics an inevitable 
choice. New retail companies hope that the use of intelligent sorting, conveying, and handling 
equipment will greatly shorten the time from order placement to delivery, reduce the error rate, and 
improve consumer shopping experience, thus earning a chance for sustained development.

Paper-making, Printing and 
Packaging Factories:
Existing data: near 150,000
Estimated number of visitors: 30,000+

E-commerce:
Existing data: 30,000+

Estimated number of visitors: 2,000+

Chen Fengwei
Secretary General of Shanghai Sugar-making 
Food Association

The booming new consumer demand requires many of our member 
companies to shorten the cycle from the design to the delivery of 
their new products and packaging. Therefore, there is a renewed 
demand for automatic packaging and intralogistics. I hope that Reed 
Exhibitions can fill up the last piece of the puzzle in the packaging 
industry chain to meet a wider variety of procurement needs.

Wei Qiwei
Secretary General of Guangdong Procurement and 
Supply Chain Association 

As Generation Z grows of age, consumers' overall requirements on 
products and packaging have risen, making it necessary to improve 
the efficiency of product upgrades. As an integral part of the supply 
chain, intralogistics plays an increasingly important role as 
companies seek to improve their production efficiency. I hope to see 
products in this regard at the upcoming show.

Luo Sihua
Secretary General of Guangzhou General Merchandise 
Chamber Of Commerce

By visiting InMAT shows, we were able to meet with high-quality 
professional exhibitors, and also secure many business opportuni-
ties. I hope to see more intralogistics solutions at the next show to 
help our members improve their procurement management in the 
supply logistics, and their inventory management in the production 
logistics.

Shen Feiying
Senior Packaging R&D Manager, Unilever R&D Center

We have seen great fluctuations in customer demand as the global 
economic landscape changes. Cost control has become all the more 
important in supply chain management, and we have been looking 
for solutions over the years. Upgrading intralogistics might be one. I 
look forward to seeing more innovative solutions at the upcoming 
show.

Messages from Associations & Buyers          

A grand professional fair focusing on intralogistics in vertical industries

Tapping deep into the demand of buyers with high decision-

making power to trigger business opportunities directly   



Pooling Reed’s global exhibition resources to share 
the massive data from China and abroad
As a world-leading organizer of exhibitions and conferences, Reed 
Exhibitions has hosted logistics exhibitions in many countries, including 
Mexico, Brazil, France, India, Indonesia, and Thailand, and will pool 
relevant resources to support InMAT 2021 in Shanghai, by sharing 
database resources from China and abroad, and leveraging its global 
influence to attract overseas visitors and brands to China. All these efforts 
are aimed to help exhibitors to steadily grow their international fame and 
market share. 

Meanwhile, Reed Exhibitions also hosts many prestigious exhibitions 
dedicated to consumer goods and the light industry in China, such as the 
China Daily-Use Articles Trade Fair, China International Medical 
Equipment Fair, China International Cleanser Ingredients Machinery and 
Packaging Expo, Kunming International Flower Expo, and NEPCON China. 
Reed Exhibitions will leverage the massive data it has collected over the 
years to invite trade buyers in a targeted manner and help exhibitors 
penetrate into vertical markets for business matching.

CARGO WEEK AMERICAS EXPO CARGA
October 27-29, 2020

INTR ALOGISTICS LATIN AMERICA
May 12-14, 2021

TOP FLOTILLAS
September 7-9, 2021
Cancun, Mexico

INDIA WAREHOUSING SHOW 
December 17-19, 2020
New Delhi, India

INDIA WAREHOUSING&LOGISTICS SHOW
March 4-6, 2021
Hyderabad, India

INDIA COLD CHAIN SHOW
Bombay, India

SUPPLY CHAIN EVENT
December 8-9, 2020
Paris, France

MOVIMAT
October 18-22, 2021
Sao Paulo, Brazil

FENATRAN
Sao Paulo, Brazil
October 18-22, 2021

Brazil

Mexico

France

India Thailand

China

Indonesia

TILOG-LOGISTIX
August 25-27, 2021
Bangkok, Thailand

INDONESIA TRANSPORT SUPPLY 
CHAIN&LOGISTICS
October 2020
Jakarta, Indonesia

PackCon 2021, 
July 14-16, 2021 (concurrent show)

SinoPaper 2021, 
July 14-16, 2021 (concurrent show)

SinoFlexPack 2021,
July 14-16, 2021 (concurrent show)

SinoCorrugated 2021, 
July 14-17, 2021 (concurrent show)

DPrint 2021, 
July 14-17, 2021 (concurrent show)

SinoFoldingCarton 2021,
July 14-17, 2021 (concurrent show)

AMTSChina Daily-Use Articles 
Trade Fair (CDATF)

NEPCON AsiaPHARMCHINA

Tapping deep into vertical markets 
and opening the door to trade

Reed's Global One-Stop Platform for Logistics 

and Supply Chain 



Adward Lu
021-2231 7103
adward.lu@reedexpo.com.cn

Gigi Guo
021-2231 7034
gigi.guo@reedexpo.com.cn

Daniel Song
021-2231 7110
daniel.song@reedexpo.com.cn

Grom Xue
021-2231 7302
grom.xue@reedexpo.com.cn

Yakira Zhang
021-2231 7125
yakira.zhang@reedexpo.com.cn

Jimmy Tang
021-2231 7102
jimmy.tang@reedexpo.com.cn

Patrick Gu
021-2231 7066
patrick.gu@reedexpo.com.cn

Contacts

Part of Exhibitors in 2020 and to gather in 2021

Join us now to start a new chapter in intralogistics

Internal logistics integration 
solutions

Paper industry Internal logistics solution 

Printing and packaging industry internal 
logistics integration solution 

Food industry internal logistics integration 
solution 

Internal logistics integration solution in wine 
and beverage industry

Internal logistics integration solution in digital 
and home appliance industry

Internal logistics integration solution in 
agricultural and sideline product industry

Internal logistics integration solution of 
machinery manufacturing industry

Other

Racks and their equipment

Rack operating equipment

Rack maintenance and inspection

Sorting equipment

Board system and its solution

Partition wall and warehousing office 
equipment

Cleaning equipment of warehouse and its 
facilities

Air conditioner system

Freight elevator system

Industrial door and sealing device

Station system

Hazardous material treatment and storing

other

Material handling and 
warehousing technologies

Storing and handling system

Automation and control system

Crane and hoister

Continuous handling equipment

Elevator

Handling equipment

Conveying equipment

Components and accessories

Other

Warehousing and operating 
equipment

Control system and equipment

Manufacturing execution system (MES)

Lean production plan

ERP and PPS systems

Warehousing management software

Warehousing control system

Material planning system

Data transmission

Other 

Warehouse and production 
control system

Secondary packaging equipment

Industrial packaging equipment

Packaging material

Pallet

Packaging and disassembling equipment

Pallet sorting

Pallet lifting system

Stretching equipment of shrinking 
machine

Bundling technology

Weighing equipment

Measuring system and equipment

Automatic shipment system

Automatic uploading system and relevant 
equipment

Hydraulic platform, hoisting 
platform and adjustable ramp

Transfer equipment

Automatic truck loading and 
unloading devices

Safety technology at loading 
dock

Anti-sliding product

Other

Packaging, weighing, measuring 
and delivering systems

Ground conveyor and 
accessories

Forklift

Stacker guiding system

Pallet stacker

Dispatcher-free transportation system 
(DTS)

Industrial robot

AGV/AMR

Electric vehicle

Trailer and tractor

Stacker auxiliary equipment

Wheel and roller

Components and accessories

Other

Exhibit Profile 


